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Research Theme: Digitization and Entrepreneurship

▶ Intersection of Entrepreneurship, Development, and Technology.

▶ Digitization and entrepreneurship in China: evidence from e-commerce expansion

and the pandemic shock.

1 Resilience and entrepreneurial decisions

SMEs amidst the pandemic and reopening: Digital Edge and Transformation ←
2 How Digital Platforms Influence Entrepreneurship and Industrialization: Evidence from

E-Commerce Expansions in China Appendix

3 Bridging the Gender Gap in Entrepreneurship and Empowering Women via Digital

Technologies Appendix

▶ Research methodology:

• Big data (Big-Tech, administration) + survey data + big data analysis; ESIEC (field),

OSOME (online)

• Shift-share instrument, textual analysis, and direct surveys.
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Introduction

▶ Small and Medium-sized Enterprises (SMEs)

• China: “Five Six Seven Eight Nine”

- 90% market entities, 80% urban employment, 70% patents, 60% GDP, 50% tax

• US: 44% employment & 99% firms (Bartlett III and Morse, 2020)

▶ Yet SMEs are vulnerable to shocks (Davis et al., 1996)

• COVID-19 pandemic: no exception

- Zhu et al., 2020; Kong et al., 2022; ......

- Bartik et al., 2020; Chetty et al., 2020; Fairlie, 2020; Humphries et al., 2020; ......

- Policy interventions: tax breaks, rent reduction, loan support, ...e.g., Bartlett and Morse

(2021))

▶ Media description on the importance of digitization (e.g., e-commerce)

▶ Transformation after the reopening: any long-term effects from the pandemic?
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Preview

▶ Knowledge gap:

• Role of digitization in improving firms’ resilience against shocks

• Digital adoption: disaster (Shklovski et al., 2010), policy intervention (Crouzet et al.,

2019), short-run impact of COVID-19 (Tut, 2020; Fu and Mishra, 2020)

▶ We pose two questions:

1 Whether business digitization helps SMEs better cope with the pandemic?

✓

2 Whether the pandemic has spurred more rapid adoption of digital technologies?

✓
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Timeline

First Outbreak
in China

Lunar New Year

Nationwide 
Lockdown 

Starting from 
Wuhan

Official Date of 
Business 

Reopening (in 
Most Provinces)

Government 
Declared End of 

Domestic 
Pandemic

ESIEC phone 
interview, 1st 

wave

ESIEC phone 
interview, 2nd 

wave

ESIEC phone 
interview, 3rd 

wave

(2020 Q3) (2020 Q4) (2021 Q1) (2021 Q2) (2021 Q3)

Online Survey of Micro-and-small Enterprises

Business Registration Database: 2015-2021

(2021 Q4)

Figure 1: COVID-19 Outbreak, Reopening, Mitigation Policies, and Surveys
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Digital Edge

ESIEC data

▶ Enterprise Survey on Innovation and Entrepreneurship in China (ESIEC)

• Private enterprises and self-employed Appendix

• Field surveys (2017-2019, e-commerce & other performance) + phone follow-up

interviews (2020, response to lockdown) covering Gansu, Guangdong, Zhejiang,

Liaoning, Henan, Shanghai, and Beijing

▶ Firms with higher e-commerce sales prior to the pandemic are more resilient.
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The Digital Edge

Figure 2: Baseline RegressionCong, Yang, and Zhang (2021) SMEs Amidst the Pandemic and Reopening March 7, 2023 7 / 20



Digital Edge

E-commerce firms are more resilient

1 Higher growth in online sales than offline sales at the national level

2 Firms with online sales had faster turnover rate of capital

Figure 3: National Trend of Online and Offline Sales in China
(National Bureau of Statistics)

Figure 4: Short-term Impact of E-commerce on Corporate
Finance during the Early Reopening
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Digital Transformation

1 Can business digitization help SMEs better cope with the pandemic? ✓

2 Has the pandemic induced SMEs’ digital technology adoption?

First Outbreak
in China

Lunar New Year

Nationwide 
Lockdown 

Starting from 
Wuhan

Official Date of 
Business 

Reopening (in 
Most Provinces)

Government 
Declared End of 

Domestic 
Pandemic

ESIEC phone 
interview, 1st 

wave

ESIEC phone 
interview, 2nd 

wave

ESIEC phone 
interview, 3rd 

wave

(2020 Q3) (2020 Q4) (2021 Q1) (2021 Q2) (2021 Q3)

Online Survey of Micro-and-small Enterprises

Business Registration Database: 2015-2021

(2021 Q4)

Figure 1: COVID-19 Outbreak, Reopening, Mitigation Policies, and Surveys
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Digital Transformation

Data and NLP

▶ Universal Business Registration Data by State Administration for Market
Regulation (formerly the State Administration for Industry and Commerce, SAIC)

• Universe of registered businesses in China (90% are SMEs)

• “Business operation scope”: mandatory, regulated, and standardized text record

livestock industry

[Business Operation Scope] Sales of prepackaged foods, honey, bee pollen, bee paste, cosmetics, and 
daily necessities (including online sales); bee farming; production and sale of health food; design and 
production of web pages; business consulting; ……

▶ NLP: identify e-commerce related firms, accuracy > 87.5% Appendix

• Aggregate at city-industry-month level (2015-2021)

• Extensive margin: e-commerce ⇒ # of new entries

• Intensive margin: e-commerce adoption ⇒ # of incumbents’ alterations
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Digital Transformation

Identification

▶ Aggregate at city-industry-month level (2015-2021)

• Extensive margin: e-commerce⇒ # of new entries

• Intensive margin: e-commerce adoption⇒ # of incumbents’ alterations

▶ Difference-in-differences event study framework:

• Following Fang et al. (2020) and Chen et al. (2021):

• Specification

ln(Ycjmy ) =
∑

m
(βm × COVIDy × Dummym) + FEs + f (y , c, j) + εcjmy , (1)

• c city (prefecture); j industry; m month(s); y year. Month of Lunar New Year’s Eve as

m = 0.
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Digital Transformation

Extensive margin

▶ V-shaped pattern:

- E-commerce entrants experienced a slighter initial drop and a quicker rebound

▶ Entry of e-commerce after reopening continued to be higher → extensive margin ↑

Figure 4: Event Study of COVID-19 Outbreak and Reopen on New Firm Entry, by E-commerce and Others
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Digital Transformation

Extensive margin

▶ Entrants in agriculture and manufacturing sectors also adopt more e-commerce

▶ Placebo test

Figure 5: Heterogeneous Effect of COVID-19 Outbreak and Reopen on New Firm Entry for the E-commerce Subgroup, by Industry
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Digital Transformation

Extensive margin: robustness

▶ Robustness check: wholesale & retail sector naturally classified by industry code

Figure 6: Event Study of COVID-19 Outbreak and Reopen on Wholesale and Retail New Firm Entry, by Online and Offline
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Digital Transformation

Intensive margin

▶ V-shaped pattern: incumbent’s alteration of operation scope to include

e-commerce (non-e-commerce → e-commerce)

▶ More incumbents transforming into e-commerce → intensive margin ↑

Figure 7: Event Study of COVID-19 Outbreak and Reopen on Operation Scope Alteration, by E-commerce Adoption and Others
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Digital Transformation

Intensive margin

▶ Incumbents take more e-commerce transformation, including traditional industries

like agriculture, manufacturing, and services.

Figure 8: Heterogeneous Effect of COVID-19 Outbreak and Reopen on Incumbents’ Business Operation Scope Alteration to
E-commerce, by Industry
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Digital Transformation

OSOME data

▶ Online Survey of Micro-and-small Enterprises in China (OSOME) Appendix

• Quarterly survey since 2020Q3, beyond e-commerce.

• Active users of Alipay (including unregistered businesses, 38.7%)

▶ SMEs’ digital adoption:

• More micro businesses (38.7% are unregistered)

• More aspects: online operation, remote work, electronic information systems

▶ Sporadic localized lockdowns → analogous specification

Table 1: Impact of Local Lockdowns on SMEs’ Digital Adoption

Online business (Online only) Online sales Remote work Sale system

Full sample + + + +

Newly established subsample +
Incumbent subsample + + + +

Control variables on personal characteristics and business performance are controlled. City, industry, quarter, city×industry, city×year, and industry×year

FEs are controlled.

Data source: OSOME.
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Digital Transformation

OSOME data

Figure 9: OSOME Summary Stats
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Digital Transformation

Cost of Digital Transformation

- “The lack of time and energy to learn” is the key to hinge SMEs’ digital adoption.

Figure 10: SME’s Greatest Difficulties in Digital Transformation or Upgrading
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Takeaways

▶ E-commerce has provided SMEs with an edge in coping with the pandemic.

• Less demand-side challenge, faster turnover, ......

▶ Both new entries and incumbents have increasingly embraced e-commerce after
lockdowns, and the effect persists after one year of full reopening.

• Traditional sectors also accelerate the digital adoption.

▶ Other types of digitization, even for micro businesses.
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Appendix

Cluster

Figure A 1: E-commerce and Cluster: Bartik Instrument

Return
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Appendix

Gender gap in entrepreneurship

▶ Lower entry barrier: overcome financial constraint

▶ Flexibility allows women to balance family and career

Figure A 2: E-commerce and Gender Gap: Mechanism

Return
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Appendix

ESIEC sample

Figure A 3: Industrial Distribution of the ESIEC Sample and of the China Economic Census of 2018 (Dai et al., 2021b)
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Appendix

ESIEC sample

(a) Employment (b) Revenue

Figure A 4: Size Distribution of the ESIEC Sample and of the China Economic Census of 2018 (Dai et al., 2021b)

Return
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Appendix

Textual analysis

▶ Cross-validation:

• Business Registration: > 90.0%; ESIEC field survey: > 87.5%

▶ Underestimate & Overestimate

Figure A 5: Decision Tree Model (Simplified)

Return
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Appendix

OSOME data

Figure A 6: the Impact of Local Outbreaks on SMEs(2021Q4)

Return
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Industrialization: Evidence from E-Commerce Expansions in China
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Introduction

▶ The world economy is turning towards digital platforms
• ”BigTech” companies
• In emerging economies, digital platforms for electronic commerce (e-commerce)

also generate opportunities to engage in trade and to develop (UN, 2018)
• E-commerce transactions in China grows at 25.8% annually

▶ A key question: how does the introduction of digital platforms affect the real
economy, in particular potential entrepreneurs and business owners?

2 / 18
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Introduction

▶ Literature:
• Crowding out offline retail stores (Pozzi et al., 2011; Duch-Brown et al., 2017; Chen

and Qian, 2019)
• Favoring low-cost producers at the expense of high-cost producers when

e-commerce expands (Goldmanis et al., 2010), and promoting the division of labor
(Lucking-Reiley and Spulber, 2001)

• Enabling people lacking financial and social capital to become entrepreneurs (Dai
and Zhang, 2015); little evidence for income gains to rural producers (Couture et
al., 2021)

3 / 18
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Introduction

▶ Contribution of this paper:
• We test the hypothesis that the expansion of e-commerce results in finer division of

labor, leading to more firm entries with smaller size
• This paper uses unique online platform data in combination with administrative

firms registration data
• We employ a novel identification strategy to tease out the causality

4 / 18
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Data
JD.com sales data

▶ JD.com e-commerce platform: one of the most leading platforms in China
• Large market share covering all regions with a various range of products
• Allow self-employed business owners → a good representative for entrepreneurship

▶ Aggregated data of the online trade flow on JD.com
• 214 counties × quarter (2015Q1 to 2019Q3) × product
• Product: similar within each category in terms of the usage and production
• Trade flow: local to local, local to outer, outer to local

▶ Variables: online sales transaction amount
1 “supply” (production, producer’s activity) : (local to local) + (local to outer) as a

proxy of local industrial e-commerce activity ⇒ ln(Supply)ijt
2 “demand” (consumption, sales to consumers) : (local to local) + (outer to local)
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Data
Business registration database

▶ Administrative data:
• Covering the universe of registered businesses in China since 1978 by China State

Administration of Industry and Commerce (SAIC)
⇒ A more representative picture of entrepreneurship and industrial growth in China

▶ Variables:
• Aggregate at the county-(two-digit) industry-quarter level
• Measurement: entry, percentiles of registered capital

1 Number of entrants
2 Registered capital: use percentiles to alleviate outliers

6 / 18
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Data
Construction

▶ Merge: industry-product linkage
• Product category ↔ two-digit industry code

(refer to Product Categories for Statistical Purposes by National Bureau of
Statistics)

• Mainly match to the manufacturing and service industries, leaving out the raw
material, transportation, wholesale and retail, etc.

⇒ Direct effect of e-commerce expansion on the specific industries
• Most manufacturing sectors fit well

▶ Example:

Figure 1: Example of Industry-product Linkage
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Data
Construction

Figure 2: Share of Total Sales and Number of Firms, by Two-digit Industry, 2015-2019

The left panel is the share of each matched industry’s sales from 2015 to 2019 on the total sales. The right panel is
the share of the number of incumbent firms in each matched two-digit sector from 2015 to 2019.
Data source: JD.com sales data, SAIC registration data.
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Identification

▶ Identification challenge: isolate e-commerce shocks

▶ Empirical strategy: Bartik instrument (shift-share instrumental variable, SSIV)
• Intuition: transfer the consumption level changes into the corresponding producers

by using the trade flows linkage to re-weigh

▶ 2SLS specification:

ln(Entry)ijt = β1 ̂ln(Supply)ijt + β2 ln(Y0)ij + β′Xit + αi + γj + ηt + ϵijt

ln(Supply)ijt = θ1Bijt + θ2(
∑
d̸=i

ωijd,t=0) + θ′Xit + α′
i + γ′

j + η′
t + ϵ′ijt

• Control for economic outcome variables, county, two-digit industry, and quarter
FEs

• Initial value to rule out the potential mean reversion effect
• Control for the sum of Bartik weights to alleviate the potential bias (Borusyak et

al., 2018)
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Identification
▶ Bartik instrument:

Bijt =
∑
d̸=i

ωijd,t=0 · gd,−j,t ,

i indexes the (producer’s) county, j the industry, d the consumer’s county, and t the quarter.

t = 0 indicates the pre-determined period.
▶ Shift gd,−j,t: aggregated county-level consumption growth

• year-on-year change rate in the total sales in demand county d in quarter t
▶ Share ωijd,t=0: domestic trade flow linkage

• 2012 China Multi-Regional Input-Output Table (Liu et al., 2018)
• Pre-determined; both online and offline trade flows

Figure 3: Example of Bartik Instrument
10 / 18
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Identification
Validity

The recent literature gives two main perspectives on the validity of the Bartik
instrument:

1 Borusyak et al. (2018): shifts are exogenous in the context of a quasi-experiment
• Estimation can be derived from an equivalent regression using shift as an

instrument, allowing shares to be endogenous
2 Goldsmith-Pinkham et al. (2020): can be valid as long as the shares are

exogenous
• The estimator is numerically equivalent to a GMM estimator with the shares as

instruments and a weight matrix constructed from the shift; no necessity to require
shifts to be exogenous
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Identification
Validity: Shift
▶ JDBang: a random-assigned e-commerce promotion project

• ... provide consumers in the countryside with promotion, valet ordering, fast
delivery, cash on delivery, installation, maintenance, and return services, aiming
to boost the potential demand in the county and rural online retail market ...

1 Quasi-experimental assignment (confirmed by JD and balance check)
2 Explain the change rates of consumption

Figure 4: Event Study of JDBang Shock on Consumption
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Identification
Validity: Share

▶ Weights from the Input-Output Table:
1 Weights are predetermined and fixed
2 Reflect the overall linkage among different regions

▶ Goldsmith-Pinkham et al. (2020) propose a pre-trend test
• Using shares as treatment exposures in a difference-in-differences framework
• Before the massive growth in consumption (e.g., the JDBang project), there is no

trends in early periods
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Result

▶ E-commerce encourages more new firm entry
Table 1h�#H2 e, _2;`2bbBQM Q7 1@+QKK2`+2 QM 6B`K 1Mi`v

.2T2M/2Mi p�`B�#H2UbV,
HM UO M2r 2Mi`�MibV ;`Qri? `�i2 Q7 O }`Kb

PGa Ao Ao UC."�M;V PGa Ao Ao UC."�M;V
URV UkV UjV U9V U8V UeV

HM UbmTTHvV yXykj   yXy3j  yXy38   yXykN   yXRR8   yXRRk   
UyXyykV UyXyj8V UyXyj9V UyXyy9V UyXyy3V UyXyy3V

HM UO }`KbV BM kyR9 yX9kk   yX9Rd   yX9Rd   yXd9R   yXe8j   yXe8e   
UyXyyjV UyXyy9V UyXyy9V UyXyy9V UyXyyNV UyXyyNV

*QMi`QHb u1a u1a u1a u1a u1a u1a
*QmMiv 61 u1a u1a u1a u1a u1a u1a
k@.B;Bi AM/mbi`v 61 u1a u1a u1a u1a u1a u1a
Zm�`i2` 61 u1a u1a u1a u1a u1a u1a

L d9-y3y d9-y3y d9-y3y d9-y3y d9-y3y d9-y3y
�/DX _@b[ yXdk9 yXk8N yXk83 yXeej yXeey yXeyk

_Q#mbi bi�M/�`/ 2``Q`b �`2 `2TQ`i2/ BM T�`2Mi?2b2bX �HH Q#b2`p�iBQMb �`2 �i i?2 +QmMiv@BM/mbi`v@[m�`i2`
H2p2HX h?2 /2T2M/2Mi p�`B�#H2 BM *QHmKM URV iQ UjV Bb i?2 HQ;�`Bi?K MmK#2` Q7 M2rHv `2;Bbi2`2/ }`KbX h?2
/2T2M/2Mi p�`B�#H2 BM *QHmKM U9V iQ UeV Bb i?2 ;`Qri? `�i2 Q7 `2;Bbi2`2/ }`KbX h?2 +QMi`QH p�`B�#H2b
BM+Hm/2 :.S- :.S T2` +�TBi�- TQTmH�iBQM /2MbBiv- TQTmH�iBQM- m`#�MBx�iBQM `�i2- }b+�H T`2bbm`2- 6.A- }t2/
�bb2i BMp2biK2Mi- �M/ +mHiBp�i2/ �`2� T2` +�TBi� UbQK2 �`2 BM HQ;�`Bi?K 7Q`KbVX h?2 BMbi`mK2Mi�H p�`B�#H2
BM *QHmKM UkV �M/ U8V 7Q` ln(Supply)- i?2 T`Q/m+2`Ƕb HQ;�`Bi?K iQi�H i`�/2 ~Qr QM i?2 C.X+QK 2@+QKK2`+2
TH�i7Q`K- Bb i?2 "�`iBF BMbi`mK2Mi +QMbi`m+i2/ #v `2@r2B;?BM; i?2 ;`Qri? `�i2b Q7 +QMbmKTiBQM rBi? b?�`2b
7`QK i?2 `2;BQM�H BMTmi@QmiTmi i�#H2X h?2 BMbi`mK2Mi p�`B�#H2 BM *QHmKM UjV �M/ UeV Bb i?2 �M�HQ;Qmb
"�`iBF BMbi`mK2Mi +QMbi`m+i2/ rBi? � /mKKv BM/B+�iQ` 7Q` i?2 +QMbmKTiBQM b?Q+FX
aB;MB}+�M+2 H2p2H,  TIyXR   TIyXy8    TIyXyRX
.�i� bQm`+2, C.X+QK b�H2b /�i�- a�A* `2;Bbi`�iBQM /�i�X

k3

Significant level�* p<0.1 ** p<0.05 *** p<0.01. Data source: JD.com sales data, SAIC
registration data.
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Result
▶ Mainly on private sectors

Table 2h�#H2 d, _2;`2bbBQM Q7 1@+QKK2`+2 QM 6B`K 1Mi`v- #v PrM2`b?BT hvT2b

.2T2M/2Mi p�`B�#H2, HM UO M2r 2Mi`�MibV
S`Bp�i2 6B`Kb aP1b
PGa Ao PGa Ao
URV UkV UjV U9V

HM UbmTTHvV yXyky   yXydk  yXyyy yXyye 
UyXyykV UyXyj8V UyXyyyV UyXyyjV

HM UO }`KbV BM kyR9 yXyd3   yXy3k   yXyyk   yXyyR   
UyXyRyV UyXyRRV UyXyyyV UyXyyyV

HM UO T`Bp�i2 }`KbV BM kyR9 yXj8k   yXj99   
UyXyRyV UyXyRkV

HM UO aP1bV BM kyR9 yXyyj   yXyyj   
UyXyyyV UyXyyyV

*QMi`QHb u1a u1a u1a u1a
*QmMiv 61 u1a u1a u1a u1a
k@.B;Bi AM/mbi`v 61 u1a u1a u1a u1a
Zm�`i2` 61 u1a u1a u1a u1a

L d9-y3y d9-y3y d9-y3y d9-y3y
�/DX _@b[ yXdkd yXkdk yXyjj yXyR3

_Q#mbi bi�M/�`/ 2``Q`b �`2 `2TQ`i2/ BM T�`2Mi?2b2bX �HH Q#b2`p�iBQMb �`2 �i i?2 +QmMiv@BM/mbi`v@[m�`i2`
H2p2HX *QHmKM URV �M/ UkV 7Q+mb QM T`Bp�i2 }`Kb +�i2;Q`B2b- �M/ *QHmKM UjV �M/ U9V QM aP1bX h?2
/2T2M/2Mi p�`B�#H2 Bb i?2 HQ;�`Bi?K MmK#2` Q7 M2rHv `2;Bbi2`2/ }`KbX h?2 `2;`2bbBQMb �HbQ +QMi`QH 7Q` i?2
BMBiB�H biQ+F MmK#2`b Q7 T`Bp�i2 }`Kb �M/ aP1b- `2bT2+iBp2HvX h?2 +QMi`QH p�`B�#H2b BM+Hm/2 :.S- :.S T2`
+�TBi�- TQTmH�iBQM /2MbBiv- TQTmH�iBQM- m`#�MBx�iBQM `�i2- }b+�H T`2bbm`2- 6.A- }t2/ �bb2i BMp2biK2Mi- �M/
+mHiBp�i2/ �`2� T2` +�TBi� UbQK2 �`2 BM HQ;�`Bi?K 7Q`KbVX h?2 BMbi`mK2Mi�H p�`B�#H2 7Q` ln(Supply)- i?2
T`Q/m+2`Ƕb HQ;�`Bi?K iQi�H i`�/2 ~Qr QM i?2 C.X+QK 2@+QKK2`+2 TH�i7Q`K- Bb i?2 "�`iBF BMbi`mK2Mi
+QMbi`m+i2/ #v `2@r2B;?BM; i?2 ;`Qri? `�i2b Q7 +QMbmKTiBQM rBi? b?�`2b 7`QK i?2 `2;BQM�H BMTmi@QmiTmi
i�#H2X
aB;MB}+�M+2 H2p2H,  TIyXR   TIyXy8    TIyXyRX
.�i� bQm`+2, C.X+QK b�H2b /�i�- a�A* `2;Bbi`�iBQM /�i�X

kN

Significant level�* p<0.1 ** p<0.05 *** p<0.01. Data source: JD.com sales data, SAIC
registration data.
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Result
▶ Digital expansions significantly encourage entrepreneurship by reducing entry

barriers
• 5th percentile implies the new entry barrier is lower
• Average level doesn’t change significantly

Table 3h�#H2 3, _2;`2bbBQM Q7 1@+QKK2`+2 QM L2r 1Mi`�MibǶ _2;Bbi2`2/ *�TBi�H U> 0V

.2T2M/2Mi p�`B�#H2UbV,
HM U8i? T2`+2MiBH2 Q7 `2;+�TV HM UK2/B�M Q7 `2;+�TV

PGa Ao PGa Ao
URV UkV UjV U9V

HM UbmTTHvV @yXyj8   @yXRRj   yXyye yXRek
UyXyyjV UyXyReV UyXyyeV UyXRkRV

HM UK2/B�M Q7 `2;+�TV BM kyR9 @yXkyR   @yXR8e   yXyNN   yXRyy   
UyXyRRV UyXyR8V UyXyydV UyXyydV

HM U8i? T2`+2MiBH2 Q7 `2;+�TV BM kyR9 yXjde   yXj9R   
UyXyRyV UyXyRkV

*QMi`QHb u1a u1a u1a u1a
*QmMiv 61 u1a u1a u1a u1a
k@.B;Bi AM/mbi`v 61 u1a u1a u1a u1a
Zm�`i2` 61 u1a u1a u1a u1a

L kd-e89 kd-e89 kd-e89 kd-e89
�/DX _@b[ yXR88 yXy8y yXRNR yXRee

_Q#mbi bi�M/�`/ 2``Q`b �`2 `2TQ`i2/ BM T�`2Mi?2b2bX �HH Q#b2`p�iBQMb �`2 �i i?2 +QmMiv@BM/mbi`v@[m�`i2`
H2p2HX P#b2`p�iBQMb rBi? MQ M2r 2Mi`�Mib Q` �HH x2`Q@+�TBi�H 2MiBiB2b �`2 /`QTT2/X h?2 /2T2M/2Mi p�`B�#H2 BM
*QHmKM URV �M/ UkV Bb i?2 HQ;�`Bi?K Q7 i?2 }7i? HQr2` T2`+2MiBH2 H2p2H Q7 MQM@x2`Q `2;Bbi2`2/ +�TBi�HX h?2
/2T2M/2Mi p�`B�#H2 BM *QHmKM UjV �M/ U9V Bb i?2 HQ;�`Bi?K Q7 i?2 K2/B�M H2p2H Q7 MQM@x2`Q `2;Bbi2`2/
+�TBi�HX h?2 `2;`2bbBQMb �HbQ +QMi`QH 7Q` i?2 BMBiB�H p�Hm2 Q7 /2T2M/2Mi p�`B�#H2bX h?2 +QMi`QH p�`B�#H2b
BM+Hm/2 :.S- :.S T2` +�TBi�- TQTmH�iBQM /2MbBiv- TQTmH�iBQM- m`#�MBx�iBQM `�i2- }b+�H T`2bbm`2- 6.A- }t2/
�bb2i BMp2biK2Mi- �M/ +mHiBp�i2/ �`2� T2` +�TBi� UbQK2 �`2 BM HQ;�`Bi?K 7Q`KbVX h?2 BMbi`mK2Mi�H p�`B�#H2
7Q` ln(Supply)- i?2 T`Q/m+2`Ƕb HQ;�`Bi?K iQi�H i`�/2 ~Qr QM i?2 C.X+QK 2@+QKK2`+2 TH�i7Q`K- Bb i?2 "�`iBF
BMbi`mK2Mi +QMbi`m+i2/ #v `2@r2B;?BM; i?2 ;`Qri? `�i2b Q7 +QMbmKTiBQM rBi? b?�`2b 7`QK i?2 `2;BQM�H
BMTmi@QmiTmi i�#H2X
aB;MB}+�M+2 H2p2H,  TIyXR   TIyXy8    TIyXyRX
.�i� bQm`+2, C.X+QK b�H2b /�i�- a�A* `2;Bbi`�iBQM /�i�X

jy

Significant level�* p<0.1 ** p<0.05 *** p<0.01. Data source: JD.com sales data, SAIC
registration data.
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Result
▶ ... and spur industrial development and clustering

• Proximity-based measure (Ruan & Zhang, 2015): a proximity measure using the
number of firms, capital or sales as weights

Table 4h�#H2 N, _2;`2bbBQM Q7 1@+QKK2`+2 QM AM/mbi`B�H *Hmbi2`BM;

.2T2M/2Mi p�`B�#H2, HM U+Hmbi2`BM; K2�bm`2V
PGa Ao PGa Ao
URV UkV UjV U9V

HM UbmTTHvV yXyjj   yXRyy   yXyR9  yXRRj  
UyXyyeV UyXyj9V UyXyyeV UyXy9dV

HM UO M2r 2Mi`�MibV yXyNR   yXy38   yXRed   yXRj3   
UyXyRkV UyXyR9V UyXyRkV UyXyRNV

HM U+Hmbi2`BM; K2�bm`2V BM kyR9 yXNN8   yXNe9   
UyXykdV UyXyj9V

*QMi`QHb u1a u1a u1a u1a
*QmMiv 61 u1a u1a LP LP
*Biv 61 LP LP u1a u1a
u2�` 61 u1a u1a u1a u1a

L Nkj Nkj Nkj Nkj
�/DX _@b[ yXNN8 yXjRR yXNNk yX3NN

_Q#mbi bi�M/�`/ 2``Q`b �`2 `2TQ`i2/ BM T�`2Mi?2b2bX �HH Q#b2`p�iBQMb �`2 �i i?2 +QmMiv@v2�` H2p2HX *QHmKM
URV �M/ UkV +QMi`QH 7Q` i?2 +QmMiv �M/ v2�` }t2/ 2z2+ibX *QHmKM UjV �M/ U9V +QMi`QH 7Q` i?2 +Hmbi2`BM;
K2�bm`2 BM kyR9- +Biv �M/ v2�` }t2/ 2z2+ibX h?2 /2T2M/2Mi p�`B�#H2 Bb i?2 HQ;�`Bi?K Q7 +Hmbi2`BM; K2�bm`2
+�H+mH�i2/ #v i?2 �mi?Q`b 7QHHQrBM; _m�M �M/ w?�M; UkyR8VX h?2 `2;`2bbBQMb �HbQ +QMi`QH 7Q` i?2 HQ;�`Bi?K
MmK#2` Q7 M2rHv `2;Bbi2`2/ }`KbX h?2 +QMi`QH p�`B�#H2b BM+Hm/2 :.S- :.S T2` +�TBi�- TQTmH�iBQM /2MbBiv-
TQTmH�iBQM- m`#�MBx�iBQM `�i2- }b+�H T`2bbm`2- 6.A- }t2/ �bb2i BMp2biK2Mi- �M/ +mHiBp�i2/ �`2� T2` +�TBi�
UbQK2 �`2 BM HQ;�`Bi?K 7Q`KbVX h?2 BMbi`mK2Mi�H p�`B�#H2 7Q` ln(Supply)- i?2 T`Q/m+2`Ƕb HQ;�`Bi?K iQi�H
i`�/2 ~Qr QM i?2 C.X+QK 2@+QKK2`+2 TH�i7Q`K- Bb i?2 +QmMiv@H2p2H "�`iBF BMbi`mK2Mi +QMbi`m+i2/ #v
`2@r2B;?BM; i?2 ;`Qri? `�i2b Q7 +QMbmKTiBQM rBi? b?�`2b 7`QK i?2 `2;BQM�H BMTmi@QmiTmi i�#H2X
aB;MB}+�M+2 H2p2H,  TIyXR   TIyXy8    TIyXyRX
.�i� bQm`+2, C.X+QK b�H2b /�i�- a�A* `2;Bbi`�iBQM /�i�X

jR

Significant level�* p<0.1 ** p<0.05 *** p<0.01. Data source: JD.com sales data, SAIC
registration data.
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Takeaways

▶ We construct shift-share instrumental variables utilizing the plausibly exogenous
JDBang program. Via trade links, we construct exposures of producers to demand
shocks and test the effect.

▶ Digital expansions significantly encourage entrepreneurship,  both online and offline, 
by reducing entry barriers, and spur industrial development and increases business
of related sectors.

▶ Further work:
• Mechanism on the smaller size of new entries
• Heterogeneous effect on different industries?
• Network effect and the monopoly of digital platforms
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Overview Data Empirical Strategy Findings & Implications Takeaways

Gender Gap and Inequality

• WEF Global Gender Gap Report: 2nd largest gender gap in
Economic Participation and Opportunity, only 58% closed, takes
another 267.6 years.

• World Bank: 34% female ownership with significant heterogeneity.
• U.S. 2018 census, women own 19.1% small businesses, more likely

to operate in informal sector or traditional female sectors.

• Impediments to economic participation, especially
entrepreneurship and MSME owners/leadership.
▶ Innate gender differences, e.g., risk preference, (over-)confidence, & motivation

(Croson and Gneezy, 2009; Bertrand et al., 2010; Klapper and Parker, 2011;
Exley and Nelsen, 2022).

▶ External financial constraints (Greene et al., 2001; Becker-Blease and Sohl,
2007; Brooks et al., 2014; Sauer and Wilson, 2016; Guzman and Kacperczyk,
2019; Ewens and Townsend, 2020).

▶ Lack of social network and unfavorable social institutions (Field et al., 2010;
Howell and Nanda, 2019).

▶ Culture, family, and law: family/inheritance law, family obligations restricting
occupational choices (Bertrand et al., 2010; Core, 2020; Zandberg,2021).

Slide 1 | Bridging the Gender Gap in Entrepreneurship and Empowering Women via Digital Technologies



Overview Data Empirical Strategy Findings & Implications Takeaways

Female Entrepreneurs and MSME Owners in China

• Labor participation high, but entrepreneurship low: < 15%
(1995), about 25% (2015). Trending up? Why?

• China’s State Administration for Market Regulation: private
enterprises grew from about 10 million/79.4% (2012) to nearly 45
million/92.1% (2021)

• Share of female entrepreneurs increased from 16% to 28%. 2021
Hurun: “China has two-thirds of the world’s most successful
women entrepreneurs.”

• From 2014 to 2020, the share of female entrepreneurs worldwide
has barely increased by 2% (We-Data project).

• Unlikely driven by financial constraints (from traditional finance
service sector), specific policy targeting female entrepreneurs
(mass entrepreneurship included), or changes in culture, family,
social norm, or innate preferences.

Slide 2 | Bridging the Gender Gap in Entrepreneurship and Empowering Women via Digital Technologies



Overview Data Empirical Strategy Findings & Implications Takeaways

Reducing the Gender Gap via Digital Technologies

• Research Questions: What’s the role of digital technologies?:
▶ Digital platforms and FinTech lending rely less on collateral.
▶ Online merchants rely less on social network.
▶ Flexibility and new opportunities: work/family balance.

• China: exponential growth of e-commerce and digital platforms,
encouragement of mass entrereneurship.

• Alibaba online merchants 40% women.
• The State Council Information Office’s white paper “Gender

Equality and Women’s Development in China” reports that
women account for 55% of entrepreneurs in the Internet sector.

• Equality and efficient allocation; anecdotal or summary statistics
due to lack of data.

• No consensus on technology and entrepreneurship.
• Studies on digital platforms and e-commerce have focused on

consumers, antitrust, digital divide, informational issues, etc.

Slide 3 | Bridging the Gender Gap in Entrepreneurship and Empowering Women via Digital Technologies
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Overview Data Empirical Strategy Findings & Implications Takeaways

Key Findings and Main Contributions

1. Clear upward trend of female entrepreneurship in the past two
decades; but gap still exists.

2. E-commerce-expansion-induced demand shocks increases female
entrepreneurship and executive leadership.

3. Female owners tend to hire female employees, implying potential
spillover from the effects of digitization.

4. Digital platforms and e-commerce appear to lower barriers to
entry and enable flexibility to maintain work/family balance for
women.

5. The COVID-19 pandemic accelerated women’s adoption of digital
technologies which increases business resilience.

Highlight the important role of technology in potentially bridging the
gender gap in entrepreneurship and MSME ownership.

Slide 4 | Bridging the Gender Gap in Entrepreneurship and Empowering Women via Digital Technologies



Overview Data Empirical Strategy Findings & Implications Takeaways

Data Description

• State Administration for Market Regulation (formerly the State
Administration for Industry and Commerce, SAIC). Universal
business registration data covering all firms since 1978.

• JD.com transaction data: quarterly panel for a total of 214
districts and counties in different regions of China aggregated at
county and product level from Q1 2015 to Q3 2019.

• Data merge: Product Categories by National Bureau of Statistics;
county-(two-digit) industry-quarter level.

• Enterprise Survey for Innovation and Entrepreneurship in China
(ESIEC): field survey covering Gansu, Guangdong, Zhejiang,
Liaoning, Henan, Shanghai, and Beijing (supplementary survey in
2019). Over 10,000 private enterprise owners and self-employed
entrepreneurs between 2017 and 2019, high-quality and
representative microdata on the entrepreneurs’ backgrounds and
business performances. Info on online sales.

• Online Survey of Small and Micro Enterprises in China
(OSOME): quarterly survey on average receives between 10,000
and 20,000 responses each round, samples including unregistered
individual business households, registered self-employed
businesses, and incorporated enterprises, etc.

Slide 5 | Bridging the Gender Gap in Entrepreneurship and Empowering Women via Digital Technologies
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business performances. Info on online sales.

• Online Survey of Small and Micro Enterprises in China
(OSOME): quarterly survey on average receives between 10,000
and 20,000 responses each round, samples including unregistered
individual business households, registered self-employed
businesses, and incorporated enterprises, etc.
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• Data and Institutional Background

• Empirical Strategy

• Findings & Implications

• Takeaways
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Textual Analysis for Identifying Female Entrepreneurs and Owners
• Naming conventions in China

▶“名以正体、字以表德、号以寓怀”; “招娣”, “引娣”, ; ““姿”, “婉”,“婷”; “兰”, “梓”
“珍”.

▶ episode, clan, gender, tradition/culture (e.g. poetry, zodiac sign, ”five
elements”), and expectations for the offspring

• NLP algorithm using Naive Bayes Classifier.
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Identification: e-Commerce Expansion

• JDBang: a random-assigned e-commerce promotion project “...
provide consumers in the countryside with promotion, valet
ordering, fast delivery, cash on delivery, installation, maintenance,
and return services, aiming to boost the potential demand in the
county and rural online retail market ...”

• Bartik instrument (shift-share instrumental variable, SSIV)

Bijt = Σd̸=iωijd,t=0 · gd,−j,t, (1)

i indexes the (producer’s county), j the industry, and t the quarter,
• Shift gd,−j,t: aggregated county-level consumption growth, YoY

change in the total transactions in buyer county d in quarter t.
▶ Quasi-experimental assignment (confirmed by JD and balance check).
▶ Explain the change rates of consumption.

• Share ωijd,t=0: domestic trade flow linkage. 2012 China
Multi-Regional Input-Output Table (Liu et al., 2018); both online
and offline trade flows.
▶ Shares exogenous, weights are pre-determined and fixed.
▶ Goldsmith-Pinkham et al. (2020) pre-trend test: use shares as treatment

exposures in a DiD framework. No significant trend before JDB expansion.
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Aggregated Shocks to Producer/Seller Regions

Follow Cong, Ponticelli, Yang, & Zhang (2023):
“How Digital Platforms Influence Entrepreneurship and
Industrialization: Evidence from E-Commerce Expansions in China”
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Women’s Resilience and Technology Choices During the Pandemic
Follow Cong, Yang, & Zhang (2022): “SMEs Amidst the Pandemic
and Reopening: Digital Edge and Transformation”

Yijt = β × (COVID × After))cyq + xiθ + FES + ϵijcq, (2)
entrepreneur i, industry j, city c, quarter q, year y.

First Outbreak
in China

Lunar New Year

Nationwide 
Lockdown 

Starting from 
Wuhan

Official Date of 
Business 

Reopening (in 
Most Provinces)

Government 
Declared End of 

Domestic 
Pandemic

ESIEC phone 
interview, 1st 

wave

ESIEC phone 
interview, 2nd 

wave

ESIEC phone 
interview, 3rd 

wave

(2020 Q3) (2020 Q4) (2021 Q1) (2021 Q2) (2021 Q3)

Online Survey of Micro-and-small Enterprises

Business Registration Database: 2015-2021

(2021 Q4)

Figure: COVID-19 Outbreak, Reopening, Mitigation Policies, and Surveys
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1. Trends in Distribution and Gender Gap
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2. Impact of e-Commerce Expansion on Female Entrepreneurs
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2. Impact of e-Commerce Expansion on Female Executives
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3. Homophily and Spillover

Female Ownership and Female Employment (not directly observed in
registration data).
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4. Mechanism: Lower Barriers to Entry

Online Sales Ratio vs. Registered Capital (Bottom 5% and Median)
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4. Mechanism: Flexible Hours for Family Care
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5. Technology Choices & Business Resilience After the Pandemic Shocks
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Takeaways

1. Clear upward trend of female entrepreneurship in the past two
decades; but gap still exists.

2. E-commerce-expansion-induced demand shocks increases female
entrepreneurship and executive leadership.

3. Female owners tend to hire female employees, implying potential
spillover from the effects of digitization.

4. Digital platforms and e-commerce appear to lower barriers to
entry and enable flexibility to maintain work/family balance for
women.

5. The COVID-19 pandemic accelerated women’s adoption of digital
technologies which increases business resilience.

Highlight the important role of technology in potentially bridging the
gender gap in entrepreneurship and MSME ownership.
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